The process of evaluating risks and benefits involves a complex neural network that includes the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC). It has been proposed that in conflict and reward situations, theta-band (4-8 Hz) oscillatory activity in the frontal cortex may reflect an electrophysiological mechanism for coordinating neural networks monitoring behavior, as well as facilitating task-specific adaptive changes. The goal of the present study was to investigate the hypothesis that theta-band oscillatory balance between right and left frontal and prefrontal regions, with a predominance role to the right hemisphere (RH), is crucial for regulatory control during decision-making under risk. In order to explore this hypothesis, we used transcranial alternating current stimulation, a novel technique that provides the opportunity to explore the functional role of neuronal oscillatory activities and to establish a causal link between specific oscillations and functional lateralization in risky decisionmaking situations. For this aim, healthy participants were randomly allocated to one of three stimulation groups (LH stimulation/RH stimulation/Sham stimulation), with active AC stimulation delivered in a frequency-dependent manner (at 6.5 Hz; 1 mA peak-to-peak). During the AC stimulation, participants performed the Balloon Analog Risk Task. This experiment revealed that participants receiving LH stimulation displayed riskier decision-making style compared to sham and RH stimulation groups. However, there was no difference in decision-making behaviors between sham and RH stimulation groups. The current study extends the notion that DLPFC activity is critical for adaptive decision-making in the context of risk-taking and emphasis the role of theta-band oscillatory activity during risky decision-making situations.
INTRODUCTION
When facing risky situations humans have to weigh up the consequences of failure against the rewards for success. Assessing risk inevitably involves a conflict between the desire to win and the fear of penalty. In such situations, the ability to identify and weight risks and benefits is highly important in order to make proper predictions concerning potential outcomes that will best serve individual survival and future goals. In this regard, the cognitive architecture, neural, and electrophysiological basis of decision-making processes in the context of risk-taking has gained a lot of attention in the last two decades. Studies of patients with focal brain lesion (e.g., Bechara et al., 1994 Bechara et al., , 1996 Tranel et al., 2002) , alongside numerous neuroimaging and electroencephalogram (EEG) studies (e.g., Rogers et al., 1999; Paulus et al., 2001; Sanfey et al., 2003a,b; Ernst and Paulus, 2005; Trepel et al., 2005; Krain et al., 2006; Rao et al., 2008; Gianotti et al., 2009; Hare et al., 2009; Mohr et al., 2010) suggest that decision-making processes involve a distributed subcortical-cortical network that includes multiple prefrontal, parietal, limbic, and subcortical regions.
Within this network, prefrontal cortex (PFC) involvement appears to be vital in decision-making under risk. Based on traumatic brain injuries or other pathologies affecting the PFC (Bechara et al., 1996; Rahman et al., 2001) it seems that PFC dysfunction typically manifests in a tendency for riskier decisionmaking behavior and an apparent disregard for negative consequences of actions during risky decision-making. In particular, the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) has been considered to play an important role in decision-making under risk, probably due to its function in executive control, goal maintenance, and inhibitory control (Miller and Cohen, 2001; Knoch et al., 2006; Rao et al., 2008; Hare et al., 2009) , as well as decision implementation (Mohr et al., 2010) . This hypothesis seems particularly plausible for right hemisphere (RH) role in risky decision-making under risk ("RH hypothesis"), and mostly pronounced in right PFC/DLPFC function as found in patients with right-sided lesions (Tranel et al., 2002; Clark et al., 2003) , and is supported by several neuroimaging, EEG, and brain stimulation studies (e.g., van't Wout et al., 2005; Knoch et al., 2006; Fecteau et al., 2007a; Gianotti et al., 2009) , and by a recent meta-analysis (Mohr et al., 2010) . For instance, a repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) study showed that individuals displayed riskier decision-making in a standard gambling paradigm after disruption of the right, but www.frontiersin.org not the left, DLPFC (Knoch et al., 2006) . Mohr et al. (2010) found that the right DLPFC (in conjunction with parietal cortex) has a role in risk processing during decision-making, particularly in the implementation of the risk decision, and the integration of the risk information with other aspects that may be relevant.
However, several findings call in to question the RH hypothesis role in risky decision-making under risk. For instance, a transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) study showed that after bilateral DC stimulation individuals displayed a conservative, riskaverse response style in a standard gambling paradigm (Fecteau et al., 2007b) . In this study, unilateral DC stimulation to left or right DLPFC did not affect decision-making style at all, whereas both kinds of bilateral DC stimulations, regardless of electrodes polarity, produced the same behavioral outcome. Furthermore, in another tDCS study it has been found that DC modulation of the DLPFC influenced driving behavior, with anodal excitation of both the left and the right DLPFC leads to a more careful driving behavior (Beeli et al., 2008) . Similar to Fecteau et al. (2007b) , Beeli et al. (2008) did not find any clear functional lateralization patterns. These findings add to previous studies and suggestions such as Clark et al. (2003) report that patients with left-sided prefrontal lesions also displayed abnormal risk-taking behaviors, and to a meta-analysis of different neuroimaging studies which revealed that risky and ambiguous decision-making elicited activity bilaterally in the PFC (mainly orbitofrontal and DLPFC; Krain et al., 2006) . This variety of evidence suggests that functional DLPFC lateralization in risk-taking behavior is still an unsolved issue that calls for further examination. Moreover, past studies, mostly studies that utilized brain stimulation techniques such as TMS and tDCS are restricted in the way they can uncover what is the electrophysiological mechanism that underlies the cognitive process in question.
Regional patterns of oscillatory activities can take place according to the behavioral tasks on which the brain is currently engaged (Thut and Miniussi, 2009) . Studies into the role of brain oscillations in conflict and reward situations have demonstrated the relevance of oscillations in the theta-band (4-8 Hz). In particular, theta-band oscillatory activity over the medial frontal cortex has been proposed to reflect an electrophysiological mechanism for coordinating neural networks involved in monitoring behavior and the environment as well as facilitating task-specific adaptive changes in performance in conjunction with lateral PFC and sensory-motor areas. Different studies have identified that an induced oscillatory response in the theta-band during feedback processing is greater in power and phase coherence following negative feedback or errors relative to positive feedback or wins (e.g., Luu and Tucker, 2001; Luu et al., 2003 Luu et al., , 2004 Cohen et al., 2007 Cohen et al., , 2008 Marco-Pallares et al., 2008; Cavanagh et al., 2009 Cavanagh et al., , 2010 Christie and Tata, 2009; van de Vijver et al., 2011) . Furthermore, when an action or outcome is suboptimal and medial frontal cortex signals a need for adjustment, this also appears to lead to an increase in cognitive control, possibly via the additional recruitment of lateral PFC (Kerns et al., 2004; Ridderinkhof et al., 2004) . Lateral PFC is assumed to adjust higher-level decisionmaking strategies to changing contexts and demands and to integrate information over time (McClure et al., 2004; Lee and Seo, 2007) .
There is some evidence for the lateralization of the electrophysiological mechanism involved in risk-taking behavior. Gianotti et al. (2009) reported that individual's tonic cortical lateral PFC asymmetry in theta and delta bands predicted their behavior in a standard gambling paradigm. In other words, the extent to which baseline slow-wave oscillations in theta and delta bands was greater in the RH than in the left hemisphere, was positively associated with level of risk taken in Slovic's (1966) risk task. Specifically, using a source localization technique, they found that the baseline cortical activity in the right PFC predicts individual risk-taking behavior. A recent study by Christie and Tata (2009) showed that feedback-induced theta during the Iowa gambling task (IGT) was substantially right lateralized. Christie and Tata's (2009) finding adds to previous suggestions (Gehring and Willoughby, 2004; Marco-Pallares et al., 2008) , which promote the hypothesis that medial frontal theta and the recruitment of right lateral PFC reward-related theta-band oscillatory activity may be regarded as the electrophysiological mechanism which mediates decision-making processes during risk-taking situations. In the current study, we aim to investigate this hypothesis and specifically the notion that theta-band oscillatory balance between right and left regions, with a predominance role to the RH, is crucial for regulatory control during decision-making under risk. To the best of our knowledge, no past study has reported a direct causal link between oscillations and lateralization patterns to risky decisionmaking behaviors. In order to investigate this hypothesis, we used a novel stimulation technique called transcranial alternating current stimulation (tACS).
Transcranial alternating current stimulation provides a powerful approach to establish the functional role of neuronal oscillatory activities in the human brain and to explore the functional role of neural oscillations in cognitive tasks by stimulating the brain with biophysically relevant frequencies during task performance. tACS is supposed to induce regional brain oscillations in a frequencydependent manner, thereby interacting with specific functions of the stimulated region (Kanai et al., 2008 (Kanai et al., , 2010 Pogosyan et al., 2009; Thut and Miniussi, 2009; Zaehle et al., 2010; Paulus, 2011) . This technique is still largely unexplored and volume conduction effects are not wholly understood (Kanai et al., 2010; Zaghi et al., 2010; Feurra et al., 2011; Schutter and Hortensius, 2011) . Nevertheless, recent studies have demonstrated tACS efficiency in different domains. For instance, Kanai et al. (2010) showed that cortical excitability of the visual cortex as measured by the thresholds for TMS evoked phosphenes, exhibits frequency dependency whereby 20 Hz tACS over the visual cortex enhances the sensitivity of the visual cortex. A recent study by Zaehle et al. (2010) provided direct physiological evidence of interaction between tACS and ongoing alpha oscillation in the occipital region. When tACS was delivered at the alpha-frequency, entrainment of the EEG amplitude in this frequency was observed. A recent study demonstrated that stimulation in alpha and gamma bands over the associative sensory cortex induced positive sensory sensations (Feurra et al., 2011) . It has also been demonstrated that tACS at prefrontal sites during sleep improved procedural memory consolidation (Marshall et al., 2006) .
Transcranial alternating current stimulation differ from other stimulation techniques that modulate brain frequencies, most Frontiers in Neuroscience | Decision Neuroscience notably rTMS. In general, low-frequency rTMS (<1 Hz) is often used to decrease excitability in an off-line mode (e.g., the task is administrated after the stimulation). In contrast, AC stimulation can possibly lead to one of two outputs: by inducing synchronous changes in brain activity, the AC stimulation can enhance ongoing oscillations and to increase/enhance cortical excitability, or AC stimulation can interrupt with ongoing cortical activity by introducing cortical noise, thus disrupt cortical excitability. This technique therefore allows us to exploit both properties of "enhancement" and "interference" in an on-line paradigm.
In the current study, we investigated whether on-line tACS can modulate the neural excitability of left and right PFC in a frequency-dependent manner. We aimed to examine whether risktaking strategies can be modified in healthy individuals and to provide direct evidence for the causal role of lateralized hemispheric control, frequency-dependent, of risk-taking during a gambling game. Specifically, we focused on the theta-band (4-8 Hz) as the main oscillatory frequency and the DLPFC as the main structure of interest. In the current experiment, participants were randomly allocated to one out of three stimulation conditions that included right or left AC stimulation, or a sham stimulation, and performed the Balloon Analog Risk Task (BART; Lejuez et al., 2002) during the AC stimulation. The BART is a task which involves learning from experience (i.e., experience-based decision), that was originally developed to be used as a behavioral measure of risk-taking tendencies. The task has been found to have a convergent validity with real-world risk-related situations, and provides an ecologically valid model to assess human risk-taking propensity and behavior (Lejuez et al., 2002; Schonberg et al., 2011) . The average number of adjusted pumps a person tolerates in the task was found to correlate with self-reported drinking, smoking, risky sexual behaviors, and substance use in healthy adults and adolescents (Lejuez et al., 2002 (Lejuez et al., , 2003a (Lejuez et al., ,b, 2004 Aklin et al., 2005; Hunt et al., 2005) .
We predicted that AC stimulation over the right DLPFC would increase RH theta-band power; consequently, participants would display a more conservative, risk-averse response style (i.e., smaller number of average adjusted pumps during the BART compare to sham). On the other hand, AC stimulation over left DLPFC was predicted to increase LH theta-band power, thus violate the hemispherical balance, and to disrupt decision-making processing; thus, we expected that participants would display riskier decisionmaking style (i.e., larger number of average adjusted pumps during the BART compare to sham). Finally, we investigated whether individual differences such as gender and trait motivation characteristics may moderate tACS effectiveness on performance, since both factors have been suggested to moderate decision-making processes to some extent (Tranel et al., 2005; Demaree et al., 2008) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS

PARTICIPANTS
Participants in the experiment were 27 healthy college students (mean age = 23.89 SD = 2.45; range 18-30 years, 13 male, 14 female), each participant received 40 Shekel (equivalent to ∼10$) for participating in the experiment. All participants gave informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and the procedures had the approval of the local ethics committee.
Participants had no metallic implants, previous history of any neurological disorders, medication, or substance abuse. All participants were right-handed as assessed by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (handedness score ≥90; Oldfield, 1971) . The participants were randomly allocated to one of three stimulation groups [LH stimulation 
BALLOON ANALOG RISK TASK
In the BART (Lejuez et al., 2002; Hunt et al., 2005) , participants have to make a choice in a context of increasing risk. Participants inflated a computerized balloon by pushing a "pump" button. The balloon can explode at any moment. Participants have to decide after each pump whether to keep pumping and risk explosion, or to stop. In our modified version of the BART, participants accumulated points in a temporary bank with each pump (10 points). When the participant decided to stop pumping, the accumulated points transferred to a permanent bank. However, if the balloon explodes, all of the points accumulated in the temporary bank were lost. The probability that a balloon would explode was fixed at 1/128 for the first pump. If the balloon did not explode after the first pump, the probability that the balloon would explode was 1/127 on the second pump, 1/126 on the third pump, and so on until the 128th pump the probability of an explosion was 1/1 or a certainty. According to this algorithm, the average breakpoint was 64 pumps. Detailed instructions provided to the participants were based on those provided by Lejuez et al. (2002) . Following instructions and a short guided practice, the task was administered until 30 balloons (i.e., trials) were completed. Note that participants did not actually receive the final sum of points stored in the permanent bank. Instead, they were informed at the beginning of the session that they are part of a tournament in which they play against other participants, for the prize of 250 Shekel (equivalent to ∼70$), and their objective was to obtain the largest amount of points possible in order to win the prize.
Similar to previous studies that used the BART (e.g., Lejuez et al., 2002) , the main outcome measure of the current examination was the adjusted number of pumps. In addition, total number of balloon explosions on the BART was calculated. Adjusted values were calculated based on the average number of balloon pumps on those balloons that did not explode. Adjusted values are preferable, because including balloon pumps from all trials (including those in which balloons exploded) result in the inclusion of trials in which the participants were forced to stop pumping because of the explosion (Lejuez et al., 2002; Aklin et al., 2005) . Because the adjusted value consisted only of no-explosion trials, it considers being an index of a more adaptive (non-punitive) form of risk-taking behavior (Hunt et al., 2005) . In contrast, evaluating the frequency of balloon explosions provided an index of a more maladaptive form of risk-taking whereby risk exceeded an acceptable level and ultimately was punished (via explosion and loss of money; Hunt et al., 2005) . Furthermore, because the BART was performed during the whole stimulation duration, we calculated the time course of this measures (adjusted number of pumps and frequency of balloon explosions for three blocks, each block contain 10 balloons).
www.frontiersin.org FIGURE 1 | Overview of the study design. Participants arrived at the lab, answered the BIS/BAS scales (Carver and White, 1994) , and were randomly assigned into one of three stimulation conditions: left, right, or sham stimulation. After a short practice, sham or AC stimulation administered and lasted a total of 15 min, with 6.5 Hz, 1 mA peak-to-peak intensity in the active stimulation conditions. The stimulation started 5 min before the task began and was delivered during the entire course of the BART, which lasted <10 min. Before and after stimulation and the BART participants performed the line-bisection task.
In addition, a recent advance in modeling methods of the BART task, originally introduced by Wallsten et al. (2005) , validated recently by Bishara et al. (2009) , and further developed by van Ravenzwaaij et al. (2011) propose a model where BART performance is governed by different component processes such as risk-taking (involving the tradeoff between reward and penalties) and general sensitivity to payoff which affects task performance.
Whereas adjusted values and frequency of balloon explosions are usually considered to tap the construct of risk-taking, payoff sensitivity can be measured with the evaluation of participants' deviation from the optimal expected-value strategy. We report these measures in the Results section.
tACS AND GENERAL PROCEDURE
A double blind, randomized and sham-controlled trial was used in a between participants design (see Figure 1) . The experiment included three types of stimulation, two active stimulation conditions and one sham condition. We used the international EEG 10/20 system to determine stimulation sites. To stimulate the LH, one electrode was placed over the left DLPFC (F3) and the reference electrode was placed over the left temporal (CP5). To stimulate the RH, one electrode was placed over the right DLPFC (F4) and the reference electrode was placed over the right temporal (CP6). For sham stimulation, the electrodes were placed in the same positions as for active conditions (half of the participants with LH montage and the other half with RH montage).
The stimulation started 5 min before the task began and was delivered during the entire course of the BART, which lasted <10 min. tACS was induced by two 5 cm × 5 cm saline-soaked synthetic sponge electrodes and delivered by a battery-driven, constant-current stimulator (Magstim Ltd., Wales). The waveform of the stimulation was sinusoidal and there was no DC offset. AC was delivered at a frequency of 6.5 Hz and the intensity was 1 mA (peak-to-peak). For active stimulation conditions the AC stimulation was delivered for 15 min. For sham stimulation, stimulation was delivered for 30 s and then turned off. Thus, participants felt the initial itching sensation associated with brain stimulation but received no active current for the rest of the stimulation period. This method of sham stimulation has been shown to be reliable with respect to DC stimulation (Gandiga et al., 2006) . In the present study participants were kept blinded with regard to the type of the stimulation; the AC procedure used, with AC delivered at a frequency of 6.5 Hz, did not induce any flickering sensation or any other side effects, as verified by questioning participants after the stimulation.
ASSESSMENT OF MOTIVATION
At the start of the session, participants completed the BIS/BAS scales (Carver and White, 1994) in order to evaluate trait motivational characteristics. The BIS/BAS scales (Carver and White, 1994) measures two independent based dimensions of motivation (Gray, 1987; Pickering and Gray, 1999; Gray and McNaughton, 2000) : the BAS, which regulates responses to rewarding stimuli, and the BIS, which regulates inhibitory processes to aversive stimuli. All items were judged on a four-point scale ranging from 1 ("I strongly agree") to 4 ("I strongly disagree"). The BIS/BAS scales assess one behavioral inhibition measure (BIS; e.g., "I worry about making mistakes") and three personality measures related behavioral approach (BAS): (1) The positive anticipation of rewarding events (BAS Reward Responsiveness -BAS RR; e.g., "When I see an opportunity for something I like I get excited right away"); (2) Items tapping strong pursuit rewards (BAS Drive -BAS D; e.g., "I go out of my way to get things I want"); (3) The tendency to seek out new rewarding situations (BAS Fun Seeking -BAS F; e.g., "I am always willing to try something new if I think it will be fun").
LINE-BISECTION
Before and immediately after BART performance and AC stimulation, participants performed two line-bisection trials as a simple and non-invasive behavioral measure of a hemispheric bias. On each trial, participants were asked to mark the exact center of a 180-mm black line printed horizontally on a white sheet of paper. The line was printed at mid height of the page and was closer to the right border on one trial and closer to the left border on the other. Participants used a fine-point pen to bisect the line as accurately as they could. Scores reflected the percent of deviation from the center of the line: positive scores reflect a bias to the right side (stronger LH activation), and negative scores reflect a bias to the left side (stronger RH activation; Goldstein et al., 2010; Nash et al., 2010) .
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RESULTS
BART PERFORMANCE
The data from the BART task was analyzed with a mixed AVOVA model that included one between-subject factor and one within-subject factors. The between-subject factor was Stimulation Group (LH stimulation/RH stimulation/sham stimulation) and the within-subject factor was Time (first block/second block/third block). Average number of adjusted pumps and total number of balloon explosions served as the dependent variables. When relevant, post hoc analyses were performed using a Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. Three participants (two in the sham group and one in the LH stimulation group) were excluded from all analyses as outliers (2 SD above or below the mean of the group for the adjusted number of pumps). The analysis of average number of adjusted pumps revealed a main effect for Stimulation Group [F (2,21) = 5.63, p < 0.05; η 2 p = 0.35; see Figure 2 ]. Post hoc tests revealed an effect and show that the LH stimulation group differed significantly from both the sham stimulation (p < 0.05) and RH stimulation (p < 0.05) groups. In addition, the analysis revealed a main effect for Time [F (2,42) Post hoc tests reinforced this linear trend, and revealed that the first and the last blocks differed significantly (p < 0.05). However, the analysis did not reveal any significant interaction between the two factors (F < 1).
The analysis of total number of balloon explosions also revealed a main effect for Stimulation Group [F (2,21) = 6.63, p < 0.01; η 2 p = 0.39; see Figure 3A ]. Post hoc tests revealed that the LH stimulation group differed significantly from sham stimulation group (p < 0.01), and marginally differed from RH stimulation group (p = 0.056). In addition, the analysis revealed a marginal effect for Time [F (2,42) = 2.96, p = 0.06; η 2 p = 0.12]. Post hoc tests revealed that there was no significance different between the first block (M = 3; SD = 1.56) and the second block (M = 2.75; SD = 1.32). However, the second and the third block (M = 3.54; SD = 1.31) differed significantly (p < 0.001). The analysis did not reveal any significant interaction between the two factors (F < 1).
We further analyzed balloon explosions frequencies by defining for each participant whether a balloon explosion was a one-time explosion or a sequential explosion (a one-time explosion was defined as the number of total balloon explosions minus number www.frontiersin.org of explosions in trial n that were followed by no-explosion in trial n + 1; sequential explosion was defined as the number of total balloon explosions minus total number of explosions in trial n that were followed by an explosion in trial n + 1, n + 2, etc.; the two measures are complementary). In addition, based on this simple calculation, we also defined another variable term "Maximum sequential explosions" that reflected the highest number of balloon explosions in a sequence for each participant. Consequently, each participant had three additional measures of the original balloon explosions frequency. The rationale to use these indices is based upon the idea that the use of a maladaptive index of risk-taking (e.g., number of balloon explosions) in a task with a random schedule of explosions may create an artifact with respect to the actual number of explosions that were a result of a risk behavior that exceeded an acceptable level and resulted in an explosion. Overall, the new indices were used in order to verify whether participants in the LH stimulation group indeed tend to pump the balloon more, a tendency that may be manifested not only in a higher overall number of explosions compare to the two other stimulation groups, but particularly in a higher number of non-random explosions. Pearson's correlations coefficients between the three newly defined measures and the other original BART parameters were calculated and presented in Table 1 . The correlations of number of sequential explosions and maximum sequential explosions to the other BART known parameters suggest that these variables are reliably correlated, contrary to the number of one-time explosions. Furthermore, based on these new measures, we conducted a MANOVA with Stimulation Group as between-subject factor and each of the newly defined measures as the dependent variables. We reveled a Stimulation Group effect [Wilks' Lambda = 0.45, F (6,38) = 3.13, p < 0.05; η 2 p = 0.32]. Follow-up testing showed that no stimulation group effect was found with respect to number of one-time explosion (F < 1; see Figure 3B ). However, a Stimulation Frontiers in Neuroscience | Decision Neuroscience Group effect was found with respect to number of sequential explosions [F (2,21) = 4.34, p < 0.05; η 2 p = 0.29; see Figure 3C ]. Post hoc tests revealed that the LH stimulation group differed significantly from the sham stimulation group (p < 0.05). A similar effect was reveled with respect to the maximum of sequential explosions [F (2,21) = 7.61, p < 0.01; η 2 p = 0.42; see Figure 3D ]. Post hoc tests revealed robust effect and show that the LH stimulation group differed significantly from both the sham stimulation (p < 0.01) and RH stimulation (p < 0.01) groups. These analyses confirmed and elaborated on our previous mentioned results by demonstrating that participants who received the LH stimulation demonstrated a strategy of risky decision all along the BART, which systematically differed to the sham and RH stimulation groups. All the groups tolerated a similar number of one-time explosions, that resulted from the inherent nature of the task, but only participants receiving LH stimulation displayed a tolerance for losses, and in particular, sequential losses.
Lastly, we computed a behavioral index that taps participants' behavior in relation to optimal behavior in the BART task (e.g., payoff sensitivity). The optimal expected-value strategy was to pump 64 times and then stop. Explosion points were determined for each balloon in the manner described (i.e., each pump had an a priori probability of 1/128 of yielding an explosion) but with the constraint that explosions were scheduled to occur on average on Pump 64 over the entire 30 balloons and within each sub-block of 10. We calculated the mean squared distance (MSD) of each participant number of pumps at a given trial from the optimal number of pumps. MSD therefore reflects participants' sensitivity to payoffs, so that a closer score to zero represents an optimal strategy. Pearson's correlations coefficients between this measure and the two main BART outcome parameters reported earlier (e.g., average number of adjusted pumps and total number of balloon explosions) were performed, and showed a very high correlation (r = −0.91, p < 0.000; r = −0.80, p < 0.000; for adjusted pumps and balloon explosions, respectively). The fact that these parameters are highly correlated indicates that payoff sensitivity and risk-taking measures are confounded.
GENDER AND MOTIVATION BIAS
We investigated a possible moderation effect of individual differences such as gender and trait motivation characteristics (see Table 2 for descriptive statistics) on performance. First, we separately entered gender as a covariate to the mixed AVOVA models reported earlier. There was no significant effect to gender or any significant interactions with other factors in any of the models. Second, in order to investigate the role of motivation bias on performance, we separately entered BAS, BIS, and BAS subscales scores as covariates to the mixed AVOVA models reported earlier. All models produced non-significant effects for motivation bias. The stimulation groups did not differ in any demographic variables or in any BIS/BAS parameter (F < 1).
LINE-BISECTION BIAS
In order to evaluate how BART performance and AC stimulation affected hemispheric bias as measured by the line-bisection, we analyzed line-bisection scores in a mixed ANOVA model that included Stimulation Group (LH stimulation/RH stimulation/sham stimulation) as the between-subject factor and Time (Before/After) as the within-subject factor. The analysis revealed a main effect for Time [F (1,18) = 23.70, p < 0.000; η 2 p = 0.53]. The line-bisection index was more negative after performing the BART task (M = −0.16, SE = 0.06) compare to before (M = 0.18, SE = 0.07), indicating that the BART had the expected hemispheric effect, i.e., RH engagement which lead to stronger RH activation. This asymmetry shift can be further emphasized -18 out of 24 participants achieved a positive line-bisection score before the BART and AC manipulation (this was significantly higher than 50% by a binomial test, p < 0.05), but after task and stimulation, 18 out of 24 achieved a negative score (this was significantly higher than 50% by a binomial test, p < 0.05). We separately analyzed before and after line-bisection scores for the different AC groups using paired samples t -tests. Participants in the Sham [t (7) = 3.25, p < 0.05] and RH stimulation [t (7) = 5.6, p < 0.001] groups showed the asymmetry shift, however participants in the LH stimulation showed only a non-significant trend [t (7) = 1.47, n.s]. This finding implies www.frontiersin.org that the BART did not produce the expected asymmetry shift within the LH stimulation group.
DISCUSSION
The current study explored the cognitive architecture, neural, and electrophysiological basis of decision-making processes in the context of risk-taking. Overall, we report that participants receiving AC stimulation of 6.5 Hz to the LH, with one electrode located over the left DLPFC and the reference electrode located over left temporal cortex, displayed a risky response style, making more pumps on the BART, and tolerated a larger number of balloon explosions than those with sham stimulation and those with RH stimulation. This is the first study showing that neuromodulation in the theta-band can causally modulate decision-making style in healthy participants. In addition, this result supports previous evidence showing that the DLPFC is causally involved in modulating risky decision-making behaviors.
The current result supports, to some extent, the hypothesis that the theta-band oscillatory balance between right and left regions is crucial for regulatory control during decision-making under risk. As predicted, participants receiving AC stimulation to the LH displayed a risky response style. It has been proposed that in conflict and reward situations, theta-band oscillatory activity over the frontal medial cortex may reflect an electrophysiological mechanism for coordinating neural networks involved in monitoring behavior and the environment as well as facilitating task-specific adaptive changes. Furthermore, induced oscillatory response during feedback processing found to be greater in power and phase coherence following negative feedback or errors relative to positive feedback or wins (Luu and Tucker, 2001; Luu et al., 2003 Luu et al., , 2004 Cohen et al., 2007 Cohen et al., , 2008 Marco-Pallares et al., 2008; Cavanagh et al., 2009 Cavanagh et al., , 2010 Christie and Tata, 2009; van de Vijver et al., 2011) . We propose that AC stimulation at the theta-band to the LH, created continuous disruption to participants' ability to process and adjust their actions based on negative feedback or errors, as shown by their persistent tendency to tolerate losses, and in particular, sequential losses. We further claim that the balance between right and left regions, and in particular, the predominance of the RH, is needed in order to be able to adopt a conservative, risk-averse response style during the BART. Since we interfered with this balance and especially with RH dominance, participants lacked the ability to adjust their risk-taking behaviors and tend to display a risky response style.
Previous studies addressed the relative contribution of the right and the left prefrontal regions in risk-taking behaviors and particularly the role of the DLPFC in this kind of behavior. Various studies have provided clear evidence for the role of the right DLPFC in decision-making and risk-taking situations. Using low-frequency rTMS van't Wout et al. (2005) found a disruption to the right DLPFC resulted in accepting more frequently unfair offers and taking longer to refuse unfair offers. Knoch et al. (2006) reported that suppression of activity in the right but not the left DLPFC with low-frequency rTMS made participants choose high-risk prospects more often. Moreover, using a different brain stimulation methodology, i.e., tDCS, Fecteau et al. (2007b) showed that during right anodal/left cathodal stimulation over the DLPFC, participants chose more often the safe prospect compared with the sham and reversed polarization groups. However, other studies have not found clear lateralization effects (e.g., Fecteau et al., 2007b; Beeli et al., 2008) . It has been suggested that divergent results from different brain stimulation studies might be due to differences in the risk-taking paradigm used and/or the method of stimulation involved (Fecteau et al., 2007b) .
Our results are in line with the RH hypothesis in risk-taking behaviors, and address lateralization in terms of electrophysiological balance between left and right cortical regions in the theta bend. Previous suggestions (Gehring and Willoughby, 2004; Marco-Pallares et al., 2008; Christie and Tata, 2009 ) have already raised the hypothesis that right medial frontal/prefrontal theta may be regarded as the electrophysiological mechanism which mediates decision-making processes during risk-taking situations, and the present study adds a causal link between the electrophysiological mechanism and theta-band activity to actual behavior.
In addition, it is important to note that we address lateralization in terms of hemispheric shift. It has been recently reported that BART performance elicited greater activity in the right DLPFC (Rao et al., 2008) providing further support to previous studies of patients with right-sided lesions (Tranel et al., 2002; Clark et al., 2003) that reported on a dysfunction in risky decisionmaking behaviors. Apart from the main findings reported earlier, the simple asymmetry index (i.e., the line-bisection task) provided further support for this hypothesis, and showed that only in the sham and RH stimulation groups, but not LH stimulation group, line-bisection bias was more negative after performing the BART compare to baseline performance. This finding indicates that the BART had the expected hemispheric effect, i.e., a RH enduring engagement, which was reflected by a stronger RH activation in those groups only. Tendencies toward rightward versus leftward errors in estimating the actual midpoints are taken to reflect relative primacy of right versus left visual fields, respectively, and neural activity in the contralateral hemisphere (Kinsbourne, 1970; Milner et al., 1992; Goldstein et al., 2010) . Even though previous research suggests line-bisection bias may be more a marker of parietal than prefrontal function (Vallar and Perani, 1986) , the simple and non-invasive line-bisection task has been recently found to serve as a neural index of asymmetrical activity related to the DLPFC (Nash et al., 2010) .
In the present study, we failed to find an effect for AC stimulation over the RH. We expected that following RH stimulation, participants would display a more conservative, risk-averse response style. The results suggest that participants who received this stimulation behave as participants in the sham stimulation. This null result can be marked as a "floor effect" and can be explained in terms of behavioral, methodological, and electrophysiological aspects. First, with respect to behavior, this "floor effect" probably represents a possible limitation of our ability to modulate risk-taking behavior in healthy participants, and to increase their risk-averse response style. It is possible that RH stimulation will be more affective with populations that show deficits in risk-taking tasks such as patients with lesions in the PFC and other clinical populations, such as drug abusers, alcoholics, and pathological gamblers (Bechara et al., 1996; Rahman et al., 2001) . Second, this "floor effect" may be also a direct outcome of the task properties, in which it is easy to demonstrate what is considered to be a Frontiers in Neuroscience | Decision Neuroscience risky behavior (e.g., a large number of adjusted pumps and a large number of balloon explosions), but it may be harder to reveal an overcautious, conservative, risk-averse response style. Third, this "floor effect" can be referred as close to the idea of the so called "natural frequency" (Rosanova et al., 2009) , by which different corticothalamic brain modules are tuned to oscillate at a topographically organized "natural frequency." It is possible that the AC stimulation to the RH interacted with the neuronal oscillatory activity that already evoked by the task, i.e., the "natural frequency" that characterizes the decision-making processes that usually take place during processing, thus did not modulate any cortical activity or risk-taking behavior.
Overall, our results suggest that during risk-taking situations, the hemispheric balance is important. This suggestion may account for previous conflicting results, mentioned earlier, regarding the relative contribution of the right and left PFC/DLPFC in risky decision-making behaviors. This balance can metaphorically be described as a seesaw between left and right frontal/prefrontal areas that is theta dependent. The right hemispheric shift is vital, and especially the recruitment of right lateral PFC, in order to promote a conservative, risk-averse response style. Hence, it is clear that right prefrontal regions must be functionally and anatomically intact in order to facilitate such an on-line shift. However, the LH is also crucial for this shift, and especially the balance between the two. Theta-band tonic activity balance between left and right prefrontal regions has been found to predict risk-taking behavior (Gianotti et al., 2009) , showing the importance of the hemispheric balance right from a pre-stage of risk-taking situations. In addition, this hypothesis is similar to a novel framework of risk processing suggested by Mohr et al. (2010) . Based on a meta-analysis on the neural basis of risky behavior, the authors proposed a potential mechanism of risky decision-making that involves two parallel and reciprocal risk processes; one is emotional and the other one is cognitive. These processes involve the anterior insula and the thalamus as the key regions which mediate emotional processing, whereas the dorsomedial PFC evaluates the risk of the stimulus on a cognitive level. According to their framework, both parts of risk processing (emotional and cognitive) inform the actual decision process performed in DLPFC and parietal cortex. It is possible that our hypothesis represents, to some extent, Mohr et al.'s (2010) framework, with the frontal/prefrontal hemispheric balance as the cognitive level of processing, and the mandatory recruitment of the right DLPFC as the exaction phase. This suggestion is reasonable given the findings that when the medial frontal cortex signals a need for adjustment, this also involves an additional recruitment of lateral PFC (Kerns et al., 2004; Ridderinkhof et al., 2004) .
A final note, apart from matters of lateralization, the current study addressed the issue of cognitive processes that govern BART performance. Previous work highlighted the role of two key concepts, namely, risk-taking and payoff sensitivity (e.g., Bishara et al., 2009) . However, in the current study, risk-taking and payoff sensitivity measures were highly correlated, and presumably are confounded, and means that in practice these definitions of performance are interchangeable, at least for the specific task paradigm used. Therefore, it is difficult to distinguish between these two-component processes and as a consequence to draw a firm conclusion to whether participants in the different stimulation groups were more risk-averse or risk seeking, since participants respond in a risk-aversive manner in general. This issue has been acknowledged previously (e.g., Freeman and Muraven, 2010 ). In the current experiment, average number of pumps per group was below the average explosion point across balloons (64, which is also the optimal number of pumps to maximize earnings), hence the group that pumped the balloon more earned more points. This finding is not unique to our experiment, as participants generally respond in a risk-aversive manner on the BART (see also Lejuez et al., 2002 Lejuez et al., , 2003a Bornovalova et al., 2009; Freeman and Muraven, 2010) . Apparently, human subjects and also rats (see Jentsch et al., 2010 ) exhibit risk-averse profiles when performing the BART (or BART alike task in the case of rats), producing fewer than the optimal number of responses, and earning less than possible probably because of over-estimation of the risk associated with the task (Bornovalova et al., 2009; Jentsch et al., 2010) .
Several limitations must be considered when interpreting the results. First, the present study used only one band of stimulation frequency, was restricted to specific locations, and measured behavioral effects of a particular risk-taking paradigm. Future research should elaborate the scope of reference and examine more bands, in various cortical locations using a verity of risktaking paradigms. Second, no direct assessment of DLPFC activity was made by any imaging technique before and/or after tACS stimulation, so any attempt to bond between DLPFC activity, tACS effects, and risk-taking behaviors call for further examination. Future research should document neural baseline and changes accruing after AC stimulation in order to be able to infer about the neural circuitry and the mechanisms that are influenced by AC stimulation. Third, we stimulated all participants in the active conditions in our study with 6.5 Hz, thereby ignored possible inter individual variability that may be captured and elaborate our knowledge regarding the electrophysiological mechanism in question. For example, it is possible to stimulate each participant with her/his transition frequency (TF). TF shows a large inter individual variability ranging from about 4 to 7 Hz (Klimesch et al., 1996; Klimesch, 1999) , so TF can be measured in order to create a tailored stimulation for each participant in future studies. Forth, in the present study we did not find that individual differences such as gender and/or trait motivation characteristics moderate tACS effectiveness on performance. Although we did not find a gender or motivation difference in the BART measures, additional studies should specifically explore whether there is a gender or motivational bias in decision-making in regards to brain stimulation. Finally, in the current study, we employed a procedure similar to the one used by Hunt et al. (2005) , where participants did not actually receive money for their BART performance, rather they were competing for a monetary prize. It is possible that this kind of incentive procedure may have generated a competitive environment and may have bias choice behavior. Future research is needed to clarify this issue.
CONCLUSION
The current study report a novel finding demonstrating that neuromodulation in the theta bend can causally modulate www.frontiersin.org decision-making style by increasing risk-taking behavior in healthy participants and provides further support to previous evidence by showing that the DLPFC is causally involved in modulating decision-making. This study may inspire the use of tACS to further examination of risky decision-making behaviors, and hopefully in the near future would be beneficial as a therapeutic tool for patients with different brain lesions and other clinical populations, such as drug abusers, alcoholics, and pathological gamblers who show deficits in this kind of behavior.
